
Name Date

Holes: Chapters 11 - 20
Complete.

Review
1. What couldn't Zero do?

2. What does Zero tell Mr. Pendanski that he likes to do?

3. What woke Stanley up from his sleep?

4. What did Stanley tell Mr. Sir about the sunflower seeds?

5. What did Magnet take from the watering truck?

6. What did Stanley find while digging his hole?

7. Who did Stanley give his find to?

8. Why couldn't Stanley tell the Warden where the object was found?

9. What did Stanley think was funny about his mother's letter?

10. Who was the red-haired, freckled woman wearing the black cowboy hat?

11. What was Stanley surprised to see when he arrived at the Warden's house?

12. When the Warden told Zero to take over X-Ray's hole, what was Caveman's job?
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13. How did X-Ray get his nickname?

14. What did the Warden do to Armpit?

15. According to Zigzag, how did the Warden know all of their names?

16. What job does Stanley suggest to Jose as a career choice?

17. What was X-Ray's reward for turning in the gold tube?

18. Why did the Warden get upset with Mr. Pendanski?

19. What did Stanley picture to help take his mind off digging his second hole?

20. What did X-Ray let Stanley do when the watering truck came?



Name Date

Holes: Chapters 11 - 20
"One thing was certain: They weren't just digging to "build character." They were definitely looking for
something." What do you think the campers were looking for? Explain why you think this.



Answer Key
1. read or write
2. dig holes
3. Squid crying
4. he stole the bag and he ate all the seeds
5. Mr. Sir's sunflower seeds
6. a golden tube with the letters KB etched inside of a heart
7. X-Ray
8. he knew that he and X-Ray would get in trouble
9. the old lady that lived in a shoe must have hated the smell
10. the Warden
11. holes of different shapes and sizes dug close to her home
12. to shovel the dirt from the hole into a wheelbarrow
13. it is pig Latin for Rex
14. knocked him into the hole with a pitchfork
15. there were tiny microphones and cameras hidden everywhere
16. a person who trains animals for the movies or the circus
17. double shower and the day off
18. he questioned her authority about filling the canteens
19. the campers from Group D beating up Derrick Dunne
20. move to the spot in front of Zero, behind Magnet


